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Minecraft world seeds bedrock

Minecraft bedrock seeds give players across almost every platform the very best Minecraft world, allowing them to start their new adventures. But it can be pretty boring when you're looking for a certain kind of start, where you need to generate a world after the world until the game finally spits out the exact combination of attributes you're chasing. Our list of the best Minecraft bedrock seeds is completely
up-to-date with the latest version of the pocket edition (1.16.20) and covers all bases, from the mushroom islands to the glorious mesa biome, from gentle village spawning to snow-capped mountain ranges. Take a look! Best Minecraft Bedlock Seed (Pocket Edition) If you're playing Minecraft on Xbox, Mobile, The Microsoft Store on Windows 10, or almost any other device, you're running Minecraft Bedrock
and these seeds are for you. Previously called Minecraft Pocket Edition (or PE), Bedrock is designed to be faster in almost every way than the original Java edition and is built for cross-play across all possible Minecraft execution platforms. The same Minecraft seeds will give you a different world between bedrock and Java version. So, if you want them to work properly, you need to look specifically for
bedrock or PE seeds like the one below! Here are all the best Minecraft bedrock seeds for Xbox, Win10, and mobile: Note: If you're after minecraft Java edition seeds, check out our guide to the best Minecraft 1.16 seeds! Two forest villages A lovely Minecraft seed for those hoping to set up quickly with everything they need, this seed will give you up right next to two moderately sized villages filled with food
and gear aprenti. Trees and stones are readily available all around, so you can take your time in this starting biome before you venture out to see other wonders this seed might hold. Seed: -850418298 Village Roof Spawn If you really want to spawn as close as possible to the village of Minecraft, you can't do much better than this bedrock seed that literally yields you to the roof of the village hut. As with the
seeds in front of this list, you can set up nice and easy with the seeds of this forest village before heading underground or up to those who invite extreme hills in the distance. Seed: 2034376196 For a more immediate Extreme Hills experience than Extreme Hills Island, this seed will give you a chance to grab an immediate one nearby (wood, stone, chicken, sugar cane) before swimming to this magnificent
and individual Extreme Hills Island. Think of a build that can be made based on this island! seed: -171182221 picture Mesa God, I love mesa biome. They are definitely my favorite places to be in Minecraft. And if you feel the same way, you will absolutely like this pictureA biome that extends close to the eye. Out on the border between Mesa and grass, you'll find plenty of trees nearby before going deep
into Minecraft's most colorful surroundings. Seed: -2076244187 Ruined Portal Quite a collection of builds waiting for you with seeds in this meadow: you'll spawn near one of nether update's ruin portals, but look around a bit more and you'll find a village just a few chunks away. With a little more exploration, you'll come across the most dangerous Pilagher outpost of the three nearby builds. Seeds: -
257277437 At first, you might think that this Minecraft seed looks very normal. Probably even a little boring. But you'll soon understand why I decided to include it on the shortlist: from your starting patch of grassland, it's a short walk to what looks like almost every biome in Minecraft. You have all kinds of forests, extreme hills, deserts, savannas, swamps. Don't you try and create builds in each biome if
you're challenging?Seed:-433664663 Mountains take me back in my first year or so Minecraft, Scant 10 years or so ago. They are so naturally beautiful and in awe, just as they see mountain ranges in real life. In addition, this particular seed mountain range offers you a great view of all the grasslands and forests surrounding it. Seed: 46623432 Great Departure Island Is there a better canvas for a grand
Minecraft build than a relatively flat and large departure island? Do you want to make this a quaint fishing village home or turn it into a true king's landing? Seeds: -298567655 Desert Zombie Village If a normal village is a little too boring for you, this Minecraft seed is for you. Just a few blocks away from the desert zombie village, there are lots of cobwebs and zombies lined up. What treasures does this
village have? I know the answer, and you can if you even look at this seed yourself. Seeds: -2125155448 Seaside Savannah This seed yields you in the beautiful Savannah Biome on the coast. The landscape is divided by winding lines of rivers and hills, giving the already lovely biome even more flare and character. The choice is you: do you stay and make this savannah your home, or rather sail out to
sea and see what awaits you on the other side? Seeds: 1541555765 Bamboo Jungle is the most recently added overworld biome and they are surprisingly rare (but not as rare as the next seed biome!). Thankfully, this bedrock seed will give you the edge of a really beautiful bamboo jungle that will step into the normal jungle after a while. Say hello to pandas! seeds: -2141551899 Mushroom Island One of
the rarest tourist attractions in Minecraft,Mushroom Island is a place of complete view from the very start of your journey with this particular seed. Plus, you're surrounded by other great biomes such as Mesa, Covered Forest, and Extreme Hills. So, once you've greeted the Mooshroom, you'll find the best place to settle down without asking for anything. Seed: -1675222121 Pilagher Outpost Coastal Pilagher
Outpost defends this Minecraft seed desert - but if you head in the opposite direction down the coast, you'll find a much more comfortable structure, so it's fine: desert pyramids. But it's not all: if you follow the coast further round, you'll soon find a desert village, rammed right next to yet another desert pyramid! Seed: -872552281 Endless Jungle If your device can handle the stress of rendering all its
undergeach and overgrown, this massive jungle biome is a great place to start for players who really like color green. How great does a great treehouse build (perhaps one of the ones featured in our Minecraft home idea guide) stand up from overgrown and think how great it is? Seed: 1653942124 Pyramid &amp; Extreme Hills Another seed that yields you very generously near two desert pyramids, This
Minecraft seed has another surprise in store for you after you gear up. Bordering the desert is a truly stunning-looking Extreme Hills biome filled with twists and winding arches and other wonders of Minecraft's world generation system. Seeds: -1567484700 archipelago lovers, this is for you. This seed starts you on a simple island with lots of trees and other resources to help you get from the early game
gear-up phase of Minecraft to the let's build some amazing things all over this archipelago, giving you a free reign of the large and beautiful looking archipelago of more than a dozen islands. Seeds: 1994462800 So you've got it! Hopefully, you've found the ideal start for your new Minecraft home here: but when it comes to Minecraft, check out our other guides if you need some more direction! Source: With
Windows Central Minecraft seeds, villages, dungeons, canyons, Or if you want to have your first spawn points near other unique structures, you can create a pre-determined world to build them, very conveniently, to build them. You may want to try your luck on a deserted island. Whatever you fancy, here are the best Minecraft seeds that work with all bedrock version versions. The best seed to try is
probably the best game of all time Minecraft is the best selling game ever and for good reason. It gives you the key to an infinite blocky world where you can essentially build something that dives into your mind. Play by it or with friends. You're going to have a great time. This is the top pick for those who are trying to get started with a VPN. It offers a great mix ofReliable, excellent customer service, and
affordable price. We have a 30-day money-back guarantee, so we're hitting the shots today. From $6.67 per month with ExpressVPN Source: Windows Central is the perfect seed to start if you want to slow it down but don't want to handicap yourself in a monotony world. In a lush forest surrounded by plains and various biomes, there are deep and rich caves bed bed under you, mining comfortable
resources. There are no villages nearby, but sometimes they do not require the stress of having to protect and defend the village from the frighteningly large number of enemies they have. This is an excellent option if you simply want to build peacefully but are not limited by the resources and areas you have access to. Seed: 1238645065 Vast sea on one side, dangerous landscape of sauce on the other:
Windows Central You wake up on an island surrounded by all sides with water (breath). In one direction, the ocean stretches forever (or until Minecraft generates more terrain in that direction). Another finds eerily looming mountains in the distance and stretches into the sky. In another, a much larger island divided in half by a terrifying valley dominates the landscape. If you want to take on nature first, this
is the seed. Survive with only your wits and the trees that can punch from the trees. Do not expect help or shelter from any village. You are standing alone here, buds. Seed: -1992876879 A lovely village with some bewildering surroundings Source: Windows Central wants something a little weird? Still want all the basics? Enter beautiful villages surrounding waterfront accommodation and gorgeous forests
and mountains. Look closer. The taiga biome surrounding it is half dirt (sunglasses), half clay, half for some reason. Cobbled plus sign? Yes, we're not entirely sure what happened with Minecraft's generator here either. Still, it's endlessly funny and is the exact kind of thing that leads to some interesting theories and rumors in the Minecraft community. Seeds: 1937332094 Multiple villages, diverse biomes
Source: Windows Central This is one of my favorite seeds to start for any type of playthrough. From spawn point it is close to multiple villages of various biomes such as acacias, plains, deserts, mushroom forests, standard forests, mountains, etc. There is nothing particularly unique about this species, but it is ideal if you want to build various structures that are nearby but different in the biome. There is
enough space to create a vast metropolis that takes in all the unique villages, but there is terrain needed for a creative, multilele level build. Scope out the surrounding area and you'll no doubt find deep canyons and oceans that continue for those who know the length.1388582293 Village cuts in the valley and raids the base Source: Windows Central This is an excellent seed if you want to make friends with
some villagers soon, but it's not just the village waiting for your arrival. Through the intermediate cut, a deep ravine filled with precious natural resources and open mine shafts spreading in the deep sea. Want to get involved in PvE action quickly? Seeds: 2065486297 Take your chance on a deserted island Source: Windows Central waking up on a deserted island to a sea turtle house, a deep cave full of
monsters, some trees, And there aren't many others; it's up to you to sail or swim to a small surrounding island where you might have a better chance of finding valuables to help you reach the last game. If you like the challenge and are tired of the usual seeds that you can walk anywhere and set up shop, this is a great option to test how creative you are. Check out the ice flow near Spawn Island. Seed: -
1865786728 Village Outpost Source: Windows Central If you are interested in checking out what pilagher outposts can do to the village, you will definitely want to check out this seed. You'll see outposts and three nearby villages by spawning north of where all the action is and you'll travel a short distance from the spawn mesa biome to ice spikes. Defeat the captain of the outpost, get your bad omen effect
and head to the village to create a raid. Absolutely great seed if you're getting back to Minecraft after a couple of important updates, and various vistas are not too bad. Seed: 262834868 Deep Valley, Desert Temple, Multiple Villages Source: Windows Central Spawn next to a desert temple that can be raided immediately - look you haven't set off TNT hiding in a chest room - and set out to find two villages
practically on top of each other, yet in different biomes. There is also a deep diverging valley filled with water and lava between the village and the desert temple. It is a great place to start harvesting obsidian and all kinds of other natural resources without much effort. Seeds: FINAL Desert Village with a nearby outpost Source: Windows Central This seed will drop you into the desert near a sprawling village
bordering a knockout valley filled with lava and water. In the surrounding area there is another large village on the grasslands of some low hills and some large mountains. Near the desert, there is an outpost of Pilagher that monitors the comings and goings, and you can be sure that you will be immediately contacted by the inhabitants, especially if you eliminate the Captain of Pilagher and return to one of
the villages. Watch out for raid parties!Seeds: 2048971879 Wetland Trade and Looting Source: WindowsThe lowlands where you spawn consist of biomes of deserts, hills and forests, stitched together with buttes with long meandering rivers and high waterfalls, allowing you to build amazing castles and manners. The area is packed with villages, temples and outposts, so you can be sure you have a lot of
work to do when you're not building bridges and lookouts to keep an eye on trade and looting. Seed: -709919370 Bustling life in the forest Source: Windows Central If you prefer to build your masterpiece in the forest, this seed should definitely feel at home. You spawn in thick trees that break into a small plain that holds multiple villages, and a tall outpost that casts its shadow over the valley. At the heart of
the liquidation is a large canyon with valuable resources that are accessible. To the north are the beginnings of impressive mountains spewing lava and more villages surrounded by hills. If you prefer to avoid the desert and want to live in the greenery, definitely check this out. Seeds: -2111305578 Mushrooms and shipwrecks Source: Windows Central This vast mushroom island is home to mushroom trees
and mushroom cows, and the mainland is easily accessible if you want some familiar landscapes. But as you head into the water, the wreck mast will soon stick its head out of the water, informing you that the treasure will be found. If that's not enough, on the way to the wreck, you'will see the lights of an underwater monument where you can harvest pristine and sponges. If you want to test your water
respiration potion, this is an excellent seed. Seed: 992826707 A little of the source: Windows Central This seed drops you into the middle of multiple villages in different biomes, closest to spawning sitting on top of an absolutely vast cave system accessed by an open pit next to the sidewalk. Once on land, you'll soon encounter other villages, nearby Pilagher outposts, and forest mansions. If you want a
little taste of some rarity, this is the ideal seed. Seed: -972330367 Probably the best game of all time Minecraft is the best selling game ever and for good reason. It gives you the key to an infinite blocky world where you can essentially build something that dives into your mind. Play by it or with friends. You're going to have a great time. We love Minecraft as much as you do. These are some of our favorite
Minecraft accessories. Want to know more about the complexity of Minecraft? These amazing books make for a great gift, or a learning experience for young loved ones! Thankfully, it doesn't explode. Creeper is too ugly? Try this cute stuffed animal instead! More information. More.
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